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ABSTRACT

Due to the classical conflict between spatial and temporal resolution, microscopy studies
of fast events in living samples are often performed in 2D even when 3D imaging would be
desirable and could provide new insights to biological function. This dissertation describes
an instant 3D imaging system – a multi-focus microscope (MFM) – which provides highresolution, aberration-corrected, multi-color fluorescence images of multiple focal planes
simultaneously. Forming an instant focal series eliminates the need for multiple camera
exposures and mechanical refocusing, allowing 3D imaging limited only by sample signal
strength and the camera read-out rate for a single frame. A module containing the MFM
optical components can easily be appended to the camera port of a commercial widefield microscope. The excellent resolution and sensitivity of MFM is demonstrated on two
different 3D biological imaging problems; neuronal imaging in the entire C.elegans embryo
and mRNA imaging in cultured mammalian cells.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The Optical Microscope. Since its invention, the optical microscope has been one
of the ultimate tools of biological research. Individual proteins within a living specimen can
be genetically tagged with different-colored fluorescent probes to reveal detailed information
about complex biological processes.
The modern optical microscope is infinity-corrected (Fig 1), meaning that a first lens –
the objective lens – forms an infinity-beam (a beam of parallel rays) of the light emanating
from each point in the slice of the sample that is positioned at the objective front focal plane.
The infinity beam which exits the objective is focused by a second lens – the tube lens –
onto the camera to form a real, inverted 2D image of the sample. The magnification of the
image is M = fT L /fobj , where the objective focal length fobj is short (typically 1-100mm)
and the tube lens focal length fT L is long (typically 165-200mm).

Figure 1. The Optical Microscope
The microscope forms a magnified, inverted 2D image of the slice of the sample which is
in the nominal focal plane of the objective.
The objective pupil is an annular aperture located at the objective back focal plane, the
Fourier plane, and limits the highest angle α of the collected light. This angle, along with
the refractive index of the immersion medium (air, water or oil), describes the numerical
aperture (NA) which is a measure of the light-gathering capacity of the objective lens (Eq
1). The NA ultimately limits the resolution of the image. Using visible light, structures as
small as 200nm can be resolved laterally (in the xy-plane) and around 500nm axially (in z).
1

The lateral resolution is defined by the Abbe resolution limit (Eq 2). The axial resolution
is lower due to geometry, and is described by Eq 3. To resolve even finer details, smaller
wavelengths (such as electron microscopy) or super-resolution techniques must be applied.

(1)

N A = n · sin α

(2)

Resolutionx,y = λ/(2 · N A)

(3)

Resolutionz = 2 · λ/N A2

Biological specimens are typically three-dimensional (3D) and semi-transparent. When
using a high-NA objective, the depth-of-focus – which is the inverse of the axial resolution –
is narrow and the microscope records only a thin two-dimensional (2D) slice of of the sample.
Information from planes away from the sample are blurred out and (ideally) appear in the
image only as a constant background. A fast, nanometer-precision piezo-stage can be used
to mechanically move either the sample stage or the objective a short step in z, and thus
refocus the sample so that a different plane is imaged. Stepping through the depth of
the sample in this manner, and recording an image at each step, yields a focal stack, or
focal series, of 2D images. The stack of images is combined in a computer to form a 3D
image of the specimen (Fig 2). This method of 3D imaging works well for a stationary or
slowly moving sample, where the entire focal stack can be recorded before any significant
movement occurs.

2

Figure 2. The 3D focal series
(a)The 3D image consists of a focal series of 2D images of equally spaced focal planes in
the sample is recorded.The refocusing between images in the focal series is traditionally
done mechanically and the images are recorded sequentially. The 2D images can be
combined in a computer to form a 3D representation of the sample. (b) Stereo pair
visualization of the focal stack in (a).

1.2. 3D Imaging.
1.2.1. The conflict between spatial and temporal resolution. Even when using a fast piezoelectric stage, the process of mechanical refocusing and recording multiple images to form
the focal series is time-consuming. Since there can be no sample movement during the
recording of each time-point in a movie if resolution is to remain intact and unambiguous,
there is a limit to how fast samples can be studied in this manner. The time it takes to
record a focal series is proportional to the number of focal slices imaged, so that a larger
volume takes incrementally longer time to record.
Another issue with mechanical refocusing is that the relative movement of the objective
and sampe can disturb a sensitive sample. This is especially the case when using dipping
lenses, where the objective is in direct contact with the sample medium. It can also be
a problem when using high-NA oil immersion lenses, where the viscous immersion oil can
transfer disturbances between the objective and the coverslip which can perturb the sample.
To avoid this problem, downstream focusing can be used [5]. The problem of the temporal
resolution however remains.
The minimal frame-rate for recording a movie is ultimately limited by the signal-strength
of the sample and the sensitivity of the system, which determines the exposure time needed
to obtain an image with sufficient signal to noise ratio (SNR) . In many practical cases the
3

time it takes to mechanically step through the sample or the maximal camera read-out rate
become limiting before the SNR drops too low. When the sample moves so quickly that
there is only time to record one exposure for each time-point of the movie, it is not possible
to create a 3D focal stack in the classical manner. Various alternative methods to extract
3D information from the sample have therefore been developed.
1.2.2. 3D information in 2D data. One alternative to get around the sequential focal stack
is to encode the 3D information in a 2D image, which can be captured by a single camera
exposure with no mechanical refocusing. Examples of how this can be done are spiral
phase microscopy [16] and intentional astigmatism [9]. Using these techniques, a point
source in the sample can be detected even when it is out-of-focus. The shape of the spot
changes depending on defocus and this information is used to computationally estimate at
what distance the spot was from the focal plane when imaged. An example where these
methods are useful is the classically challenging problem of 3D particle tracking. Spiral
phase microscopy has been used to cover a depth of 2 microns and track a small number
of mRNA molecules diffusing in a live yeast sample [17]. Although these 3D encoding
methods are fast, they do not form a 3D image of the sample. Even in single particle
tracking experiments they are only useful for studying a few point sources at a time. (If
there are too many particles, the information from different sources cannot be separated.)
1.2.3. Light-field microscopy. Another method that attempts to record instant 3D information is light-field microscopy (LFM), where a lenslet-array is placed in the image plane
to try to capture the ”light-field” from the sample. The lenslet-array works similar to a
Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor and will record both the amplitude and angle of the
image wavefront. Computational methods are then used to extract information from the
data. This technique has been successfully applied to photographyand low-resolution (with
a reported highest resolution of 6 microns, personal communication) microscopy. In its current form, LFM is however unsuitable for high-resolution imaging since it is only capable
of using a fraction of the available numerical aperture of the objective [10].
1.3. Forming an Instant Focal Series using Beam Splitters. A technique which has
the advantage of producing a classical 3D image, which is easy to interpret and analyze, is
multi-focus imaging. The idea is to use optical methods to image two or more focal planes of
4

the sample simultaneously. The simplest approach is to place one or several beam-splitters
in the infinity-beam of the light path of the microscope, to separate the sample emission
light onto different cameras (or different parts of the same camera chip). Each beam is then
focused to image a different focal plane of the sample by its (separate) final lens as shown
in Fig 3. Multi-focus microscopy of live samples has been implemented using beam splitters
in two or more planes both for calcium imaging [7] and single molecule tracking in live cells
[15].

Figure 3. MFM using beam splitters
A simple way to form an image of two focal planes simultaneously is to split the light from
the microscope objective into two or more beams. Each beam can then be refocused
individually.
1.4. Forming an Instant Focal Series using a Diffractive Grating. Beam-splitter
systems can become unwieldy in their optical layout, and are most practical when recording
only two or three simultaneous focal planes. If imaging deep into the sample, problems with
spherical aberration can also arise since the objective is used to image a focal plane for which
it is not designed. Another method to create a multi-focus image, which allows for a straight
beam path, is diffractive Fourier optics.
1.4.1. Diffractive gratings. The simplest diffractive grating (Fig 1) is a line grating, which
separates an incoming, monochromatic ray of light into a series of diffractive orders m =
0, ±1, ±2, ±3, ... arranged in a straight line as shown in Fig 1a. The zeroth (m = 0) order is
the undiffracted light which is not affected by the grating. The higher orders are deflected
5

at an angle m · ν (where positive is upward and negative downward) determined by the
grating spacing d and the wavelength λ of the light according to the grating equation (Eq
4).

(4)

sin(ν) = m · λ/d

The light is distributed unevenly between the orders with the zeroth order being the
strongest. By crossing two line gratings (Fig 4f), a different diffraction pattern arises, lined
up in two directions as shown in Fig 4g. These are 2D diffractive orders mx,y .

Figure 4. Line gratings and diffractive orders
(a) Periodic line grating with grating spacing d. (b) The grating diffracts light at an
angle m · ν into a set of diffractive orders m = 0, ±1, ±2, ..... (c) Diffraction pattern of the
line grating. (d) A periodic line grating with smaller spacing diffracts light at a higher
angle. (e) Diffraction pattern. (f ) Two crossed line gratings. (g) Diffraction pattern of
the crossed gratings is a set of 2D diffractive orders mx,y . For example, the central order is
m0,0 and the upper right corner order shown in the figure is order m2,2 .

The line grating can be implemented as a binary phase grating (Fig 5a). Like the blazed
transmission grating (Fig 5b) it has very little light loss. The blazed directs light it into
the m = −1 order at an angle determined by the blaze angle γ at very high efficiency
(¿95%). Blazed gratings with non-periodic spacing in form of a chirp (gradually increasing
frequency) can be used to focus monochromatic light as shown in Fig 5c [11].
6

Figure 5. Some properties of gratings
(a) The binary phase grating diffracts with higher transmittance than the amplitude
grating shown in Fig 4. (b) This is a blazed grating, which directs light into the m = −1
diffractive. (c) If a chirp (an increasing frequency of the grating spacing) is introduced
into the blazed grating it can be used to focus (monochromatic) light.

1.4.2. The Fourier plane. The Fourier plane (located in infinity space at the back focal
plane of the objective as shown in Fig 1) contains the Fourier transform of the sample (and
image) plane and has special properties which can be used to modify the output of the
optical system.

1.4.3. Diffractive grating in the Fourier plane. If we insert the line grating of Fig 5a in the
Fourier plane, each diffractive order m of the diffractive grating will form a separate image
of the sample (Fig 6). By introducing a mild chirp to the line spacing d, we phase shift
the wavefronts of the non-zero diffractive orders [3]. From a geometrical optics point of
view, since the spacing is tighter in the upper part of the grating (Fig 7) the diffraction
angle ν is higher here than in the lower part of the grating. The wavefront of the m = +1
diffractive order thus approaches the tube lens in a diverging beam after passing through
the grating, and thus is focused behind the nominal image plane. Conversely the wavefront
in the m = −1 order already converging when reaching the final lens, thus reaching a focus
before the nominal image plane. This means that light from out-of-focus planes in the
sample will be focused onto the camera, while the in-focus plane is blurred out into the
background in the upper and lower image. This simple setup can thus be used to form an
instant focal series of monochromatic light. Higher diffractive orders (m = ±2, ±3, ...) will
also form images but they will be of decreasing intensity since most of the energy goes into
the lower diffractive orders. This system has previously been described by Greenaway [1].
7

Figure 6. Diffraction grating in Fourier plane duplicates the image
A line grating placed in the Fourier plane of a microscope will act as to duplicate the
image for each diffractive order m.

Figure 7. Chirped grating in Fourier plane creates multi-focus image
A chirped grating placed in the Fourier plane of a microscope will act as to duplicate the
image for each diffractive order m but also introduces a phase shift to the diffracted
wavefronts (not to the zeroth order). The phase shift in Fourier space translates roughly
to a focus shift in the image plane. This means that light from out-of-focus planes in the
sample will be roughly focused onto the nominal image plane.
8

1.5. Contents of this Dissertation. This dissertation describes the development of a
high-performance multi-focus microscope which is suitable for live, fluorescence imaging of
biological samples. This is possible by a using a novel multi-focus grating design, optimized
for light efficiency and using aberration-free refocusing and a specially designed chromatic
correction module using a combination of a diffractive and refractive element. The design
is simple and elegant, consisting of three transmissive optical elements in a straight line.
With the addition of two relay lenses, the multi-focus elements can easily be appended to
the camera port of a commercial fluorescence microscope. The performance of the resulting
instant 3D imaging system is diffraction-limited. It is chromatically corrected across the
visible spectrum and light efficiency is sensitive enough for single molecule imaging. Chapter
2 of this dissertation describes the imaging theory, design and optical layout of the MFM.
Chapter 3 describes biological imaging experiments that were performed in collaboration
with Alexander Katsov, Maxime Dahan and David Grunwald in, respectively, neuronal
imaging in C. elegans; single molecule tracking in living cells; and mRNA tracking in living
cells. These experiments demonstrate that the MFM rig is sensitive enough to perform 3D
single molecule tracking in nine simultaneous focal planes. We image volumes of 33 × 33
microns laterally through a depth of 3.5 microns (Nyquist sampling, focus step 250nm) in
the single cell experiments and 55 × 55 microns laterally through a depth of 18 microns (by
undersampling, focus step 2 microns) in the C. elegans experiments.
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2. Aberration-Corrected Multi-Focus Microscopy for Live Fluorescence
Microscopy
2.1. Optical layout. This chapter describes the design of a multi-focus optical microscope with diffraction-limited resolution, high light-efficiency (54% of that of a comparable,
sequential wide-field image) and chromatic correction which is effective across the entire
visible spectrum. The optical layout is illustrated in Fig 8. The multi-focus elements are
appended to a microscope after the primary image plane.

Figure 8. Chromatically corrected MFM
(a) The multi-focus optical elements are appended to a regular microscope after the
primary image. The first relay lens forms a secondary pupil (Fourier) plane in which the
multi-focus grating (MFG) is placed. The MFG alone is sufficient to form an instant focal
series in the case of monochromatic light. Due to the strong chromatic dispersion in a
diffractive grating, even the relatively narrow wavelength spectrum of for example green
fluorescent protein imaged through an emission filter with λmin = 500nm and
λmax = 530nm, needs chromatic correction. The wavelengths λmin and λmax are here
illustrated by separate rays which disperse after the MFG. The colors of the rays illustrate
diffractive order, not wavelength. A module consisting of the multi-panel chromatic
correction grating (CCG) and the multi-faceted prism are inserted after the MFG. Finally,
a second relay lens performs the final focusing of the multi-focus image onto the final
image plane. (b) The instant focal series is arranged in a 3 × 3 array on the sensor (in our
experiments we used a back-illuminated EMCCD camera). (c) To visualize the 3D image
the focal planes are separated and stacked on top of each other in a computer.
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2.1.1. Design criteria. Fast, live fluorescence microscopy of a living sample requires an
imaging system with high sensitivity in order to maintain a short exposure time and thereby
a high frame-rate. The alternative is to increase the intensity of the excitation light and
thus increase photo-bleacing and photo-damage to the living sample. Although a diffractive
multi-focus system can be constructed using a line grating [1], this system will not be lightefficient since a lot of the fluorescence light will escape to higher diffractive orders than those
imaged and thus be wasted. The light that is captured will also be unevenly distributed
between the sub-images that constitute the focal planes. The zeroth order will be the
strongest, at the expense of other slices. The exposure time must then be increased to
maintain sufficient SNR in the weakest frame. In the worst case, this means increasing the
exposure time so much that the zeroth order image will be close to saturating the camera.
In section 2.1.2, I describe the design of a pattern optimized for efficient imaging with high
efficiency and equal light intensity distribution between the imaged focal planes.
To resolve fine detail and to allow imaging deep into the sample, care must also be taken
to minimize aberrations (Appendix II). In section 2.1.3, a refocusing function based on the
Abbe sine condition is described. This function is used to regulate the chirp of the grating
so that the out-of-focus wavefront error of each image plane is reversed. If the microscope
objective is well corrected, this should minimize spherical aberration in all imaged focal
planes.
Finally, an imaging system based on a diffractive element will suffer severe chromatic
dispersion, since a diffractive grating acts like a very strong prism. Therefore, to allow
imaging of fluorescent light (emission spectra typically 30-50nm wide) and to allow mutlicolor imaging, the dispersion must be eliminated. Section 2.1.4 describes a highly lightefficient chromatic correction module which is effective across the visible spectrum (all the
way from blue to red).
By fulfilling the above design criteria of light-efficiency and aberration-correction, I have
been able to construct a multi-color MFM system with excellent sensitivity and aberrationfree refocusing.
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2.1.2. Efficient and even energy distribution. When a diffraction grating with a periodic
pattern is placed in the Fourier plane of an imaging system, each diffractive order forms an
identical duplicate of the regular, in-focus image (Fig 6). The shape of the grating pattern
determines which diffractive orders arise and how much energy goes into each order. In the
case of MFM, this means that the grating pattern determines how much of the fluorescence
emission light from the sample that goes into each image in the focal series. With careful
design, a grating pattern can be found which distributes the light evenly between diffractive
orders, so that the system produces an array of N × N images of the sample with even
intensity.

Figure 9. Basic patterns for efficiency and evenness in the multi-focus gratings
(a) Grating pattern producing a 3 × 3 array of diffractive orders mx,y = 0, ±1 with even
intensity. (b) Grating pattern producing a 5 × 5 array of diffractive orders
mx,y = 0, ±1, ±2 with even intensity. Grating pattern is shown to the left and a
conceptual illustration of the point spread function (PSF) of the diffractive pattern the
grating produces is shown to the right. In the actual grating the pattern is repeated many
more times, the basic grating pattern can be thought of as replacing the line of the line
grating. The size of the basic pattern in the grating is the grating spacing d.
A simple algorithm for designing a binary phase mask that can be placed in the Fourier
plane of an imaging system to alter the regular PSF to some modified PSF desired by the
user has been suggested by Tony Wilson (unpublished). The method is based on random
simulation, and starts with a random guess matrix containing pixels which represent ±π
phase. The point spread function (PSF) of the random guess is calculated by fast Fourier
transform and compared to a target function for the PSF. The algorithm steps through
the pixels of the random guess matrix and flips them if this improves likeness to the target
function. My implementation of the algorithm is described in Appendix I. I calculated
grating patterns for a 3 × 3 focal section system and also, for proof of principle, for a 5 × 5
focal section system which would allow imaging of larger volumes at higher sampling. The
results are shown in Fig 9a and 9b respectively and are described in more detail in Appendix
12

III. The 3 × 3 pattern I arrived at has the same basic shape as a pattern mentioned in a
mathematical essay on diffractive grating efficiencies by Mait [12]. This type of patterns
both has a good total calculated efficiency of 67% (that is, minimal light loss to higher
orders than those imaged) and very even intensity between the orders imaged. The total
efficiency of the 5 × 5 pattern is 77% (it is easier to distribute light evenly between a higher
number of orders). Thus, minimal light is lost to higher orders and each image in the
resulting focal stack has approximately the same intensity.

2.1.3. Aberration-Free Refocusing. As shown in Fig 5c, chirped diffractive gratings can be
used to focus light entirely without lenses [11]. The MFG is instead designed to correct (by
introducing an equal, opposite phase shift) the out-of-focus phase error of each out-of-focus
plane in the focal series. If this is done properly, the wavefront of each out-of-focus plane
will, after going through the MFG, be an infinity beam with a flat wave-front, just like the
nominal focal plane. They will therefore all be focused onto the same image plane by the
final tube lens. Take for example the focal plane at defocus −∆z. The wavefront from
this focal plane will have converging wavefront after exiting the objective lens as shown in
Fig 10. With the correct phase shift applied, this wavefront will, in the diffractive order
m = +1, have a flat wavefront after exiting the grating.

Figure 10. Refocusing by reversing the out-of-focus wavefront error
A chirped grating is placed in the Fourier plane to phase shift the m = +1 diffractive
order so as to reverse its out-of-focus wavefront error. The zeroth diffractive order is not
affected by the grating. Both wavefronts thus exit the grating with flat wavefronts and
can be focused onto the same image plane by a single lens.
13

The order m = −1 will get an equal but opposite phase shift. Therefore, it will produce
a flat wavefront of the light from the plane at defocus ∆z. This principle can be extracted
to higher orders, and also to 2D diffractive orders mx,y (Fig 11).

Figure 11. Refocusing of the m=-1 order
The m = −1 order experiences an equal but opposite phase shift compared to the m = +1
order of Fig 10.

The Abbe sine condition [3] states that for a well-corrected optical system, ray angle θ
in the sample plane corresponds to ray height rp in the pupil plane (i.e. the back objective
focal plane, or Fourier plane). We have used this relationship to calculate an aberration-free
refocusing function for the MFG in order to minimize the spherical aberration which would
otherwise deteriorate image quality when focusing deeper into the sample [4]. The out-offocus phase error δφ of the wavefront from a point source on the optical axis in a focal plane
at defocus dz can be calculated at each point (xp , yp ) in the pupil. In radial coordinates
q
the pupil radius is rp = x2p + yp2 and the normalized radial coordinate ρ = rp /Rp where
rp : 0 → Rp and Rp = N A × fobj is the pupil radius. The ray angle in the sample is limited
by the NA so that θ : 0 → α. We also use the free-space wave-number k = 2π/λ where λ is
the wavelength.
14

Figure 12. The Abbe sine condition
The Abbe sine condition states that in a well-corrected optical system, ray angle θ in the
image plane corresponds to ray height rp in pupil plane.

The out-of-focus phase error of a focal plane at defocus ∆z (as illustrated in Fig 12)
p
becomes: δφ(∆z) = n × k × dz × cos(θ) = n × k × dz × 1 − sin2 (θ). Using the Abbe
sine condition ρ = sin(θ)/ sin(α) we write sin2 (θ) = ρ2 × sin2 (α) = (rp /Rp )2 × (Rp /fobj )2 =
2 . Since we will lose the radial symmetry when we refocus the light we here return to
rp2 /fobj
2 = (x2 + y 2 )/f 2 . We obtain the equation for the
Cartesian coordinates and write rp2 /fobj
p
p
obj

defocus phase-error:

(5)

δφ(dz) = dz × n × k

q
2
1 − (x2p + yp2 )/fobj

As discussed, a geometrical distortion of a periodic grating pattern (with spacing d) in
the pupil plane introduces a phase shift to the diffracted wavefront, which is dependent on
diffractive order. Modeling the geometrical distortion as a local translation in each direction
xp and yp we write the distortions δxp (xp ) and δyp (yp ). The distortion gives rise to a phase
shift according to:

(6)

δφmx = 2π × (δx/d) × mx

To obtain a focal series in an N × N array of diffractive orders we adjust the translation
of the pattern to be N times stronger in one order than the other, so that:
15

(7)

δΦmx ,my (dz) = (mx + N × my )δφ(dz)

This yields the final equations for the distortion functions:

q
2
1 − (x2p + yp2 )/fobj

(8)

δx(xp , yp ) = (d/2π) × dz × n × k

(9)

δy(xp , yp ) = N × (d/2π) × dz × n × k

q
2
1 − (x2p + yp2 )/fobj

These translations, separated in x and y, produce the desired focal series of N × N planes
with a constant focal step dz when applied to a periodic grating pattern. The nominal size
of the basic pattern (described by the nominal grating spacing d) controls the diffraction
angle ν and is adjusted to obtain proper separation of the array of N × N images on the
sensor.

Figure 13. Aberration-free refocusing
(a) The basic pattern of the MFG is distorted by a chirp in two directions. This
distortion gives rise to a phase shift in the wavefront of the diffracted light. (b) When the
MFG is placed in the Fourier plane of an imaging system it separates the light from the
sample into a set of diffractive orders mx,y . The distortion of the grating pattern
introduces a phase shift δΦmx ,my to each diffracted wavefront. This results in a focal series
of images with constant focus step between planes, focused onto the camera with a single
lens (Fig 13). (Only three beams are drawn in the figure, since the other six are in the
plane orthogonal to the paper.)
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2.1.4. Chromatic Correction. A diffractive grating, such as the MFG, diffracts light into
diffractive orders m at an angle ν which is determined by the grating period d (the repeat
of the grating pattern) and the wavelength λ of the diffracted light, according to the grating
equation (Eq 4).
Even across the bandwidth of a single fluorophore the strong chromatic dispersion would
gives rise to a severe smearing of the image. In order to use a diffraction-based multi-focus
system in fluorescent imaging the dispersion must be corrected.

Figure 14. Chromatic Dispersion
With no chromatic correction, an outward smear occurs in the diffracted images unless a
very narrow wavelength spectrum is imaged.
Fig 15a shows a ray of two different wavelengths of green impinging on a binary phase
grating and the first diffractive order (m = +1) exiting the grating. The wavelengths are
separated since they are diffracted at different angles. A blazed transmission grating of equal
grating period d is placed after the binary phase grating. The rays exiting this grating (the
m = −1 order) are now parallel, since the action of the second grating reverses the action of
the first. (Parallel rays are imaged to the same point in the image by a well-corrected lens,
independent of where they hit it.) In this way, the chromatic dispersion of the MFG can
be reversed in each sub-image by the introduction of the nine-paneled, blazed transmission
chromatic correction grating (CCG) shown in Fig 14. The CCG is placed far enough after
the MFG that the orders are separated so that each goes through its own designated panel.
As shown in Fig 15c, this would not only reverse the chromatic dispersion introduced by
the MFG, but actually counteract the entire action of the MFG.
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Figure 15. Reversing the Chromatic Dispersion
(a) The chromatic dispersion introduced by the binary phase grating can be reversed by a
blazed grating of equal period. (b) Orientation of the line spacing of the panels in the
blazed chromatic correction grating (CCG). (c) On its own, the CCG reverses not only
the chromatic dispersion but also the separating effect of the MFG.
To maintain image separation after the MFG we have added behind it a nine-faceted
refractive prism (Fig 16a) that deflecting the orders while they are still separated after the
CCG(Fig 16b). The prism has a dispersive power Dprism = (nsilica − 1) × ξ where nsilica is
the refractive index of prism (fused silica) and ξ the prism angle. The period of the CCG
is slightly readjusted to also correct for the chromatic effect of the prism.

Figure 16. Chromatic Correction with Blazed Grating and Prism
(a) Multi-faceted prism (b) The prism is placed behind the CCG to maintain image
separation. Note how the two rays of wavelengths λmax and λmin are slightly converging
after exiting the CCG, and thus emerge parallel from the prism to be focused to a single
spot in the image.
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2.2. Point spread function (PSF). The performance of the MFM was estimated by
measuring the point spread function (PSF) using 200nm yellow-green fluoropsheres from
Invitrogen (Fig 17). The resolution, measured as the full width half maximum of the curve
fitted to the intensity profile of radially averaged data in Fig 17b was found to be 238nm
laterally and 660nm axially. This data was taken with a Nikon NA=1.4 oil objective using
488nm laser excitation and a Semrock 515/30 emission filter.

Figure 17. Point spread function (PSF)
(a) Raw multi-focus image of a set of 200nm fluorescent beads. (b) Radially averaged
axial PSF, showing axial and lateral FWHM. Scale bars 1 micron.
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2.3. Multiple Color Optical Layout. To image several colors simultaneously, dichroic
mirrors are added to the emission path as shown in Fig 18.

Figure 18. MFM setup for multi-color imaging
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3. MFM of biological samples
3.1. C. elegans embryo neuronal imaging. The C. elegans egg presents a challenging
microscopy specimen, since it has a relatively large volume (shaped as an oval 40-60 microns
long and 20-40 microns thick) and the little worm embryo moves and twitches inside its
eggshell rather fast, especially late in development [18]. The embryo is also sensitive to
photo-damage, so that illumination must be kept at a low level. We imaged C. elegans
embryos expressing green fluorescent protein in the unc-47 set of neurons, provided by
Victoria Butler in the Rex Kerr group at HHMI JFRC. The eggs were mounted in water
between two cover slips. A raw multi-focus image is shown in Fig 19.
At a rate of 10 frames per second we were able to record movies of the embryo as it moved
inside its shell without significant motion blur. We used a field of view of 60×60×18 microns,
which covered the entire egg that was slightly compressed between two cover slips. As can
be seen in the projection in Fig (20), the voxels are not isotropic, but the focal planes
were sampled only every 2 microns. This can be tolerated since the neurons themselves are
several microns large.
Data analysis and 3D tracking of these neurons can be performed by a computer. MFM
opens the possibility of performing functional neuronal imaging in C. elegans embryos using
calcium dyes. Since the thick worm is sometimes occluded by itself, and due to the thick
shell, sample-induced aberrations that arise it would be necessary to use dual labeling with
for example a red fluorescent protein, so that the intensity fluctuations in the green calcium
dye could be compared to the red control channel.
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Figure 19. Multi-focus image of C. elegans embryo
(a) Multi-focus image of C. elegans embryo expressing green fluorescent protein in the
unc-47 set of GABA-ergic neurons. Focal stack is in order line by line starting in the
upper left corner ending in the lower right corner. (b) Z-projection of the 3D data in (a)
after the focal slices have been cropped out and assembled to a focal stack. The lateral
field-of-view is 55 × 55 microns and the focus step between successive images is 2 microns,
thus covering a depth of 18 microns. Images have not been deconvolved, and are displayed
in false color (ImageJ lookup table fire). The data has been time-averaged across five
frames to reduce shot noise. Exposure time of each time-frame is 100ms.

Figure 20. 3D Projections of C. elegans embryo multi-focus data
These 3D projections from different angles illustrate the 3D nature of the data. This data
has been reassembled to a 3D stack but has not been deconvolved or time averaged.
Exposure time is 100ms. (False color, lookup table: ImageJ fire).
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3.2. mRNA, nuclear pores and DNA in living cells. Another challenging application
is 3D particle tracking of single biomolecules. Using a higher magnification and smaller
imaging volume of 20 × 20 × 3.5 microns, I imaged live cultured mouse fibroblast cells
provided by David Grunwald and Aviva Joseph from TU Delft.
3.2.1. mRNA experimental parameters. The sample was grown and imaged in a MatTek
glass-bottom dish. During during imaging the dish was kept at 37◦ C by a heated stage
from Warner Instruments a and a Bioptech objective heater.
Endogenous β-actin mRNA was visualized with YFP using an MS2 tagging system and
the nuclear pore complex (NPC) protein POM121 was expressing the red fluorescent protein tdTomato. The cell line typically expresses 1-3 tdTomato fluorophores per NPC [8]
and 10-20 YFP fluorophores per mRNA molecule. The mRNA and NPC signals were simultaneously excited (with a 514nm and 560nm laser respectively) and recorded (on two
cooled, back-illuminated Andor iXon-888 EMCCD cameras) simultaneously. After recording a short movie of the mRNA diffusion inside the nucleus and cytoplasm of the cell, I
added a DNA dye (Vybrant Violet, Invitrogen) to the dish, and after a few minutes incubation took an image with 405nm excitation to get a view of the chromatin distribution
within the nuclear landscape. Vybrant is only excited at UV wavelengths but has a very
wide emission spectrum which covers the spectrum across blue, green and red wavelenghts.
This way, it is possible to detect the Vybrant signal on the green and red cameras so that
no extra dichroic mirror and camera pair is needed to record the DNA signal.
The mRNA (and NPC) was imaged at 10 frames per second, since this was the maximum read-out speed of the back-illuminated Andor iXon 888 EMCCD camera. A shorter
exposure time would have been preferable, since it would have enabled imaging of also the
faster set of mRNA molecules diffusing in the cell. Only particles moving slower than a
few pixels per exposure can be captured by the camera, leaving us able to detect particles
which are moving at around 10 microns/s or slower. Images could be recorded over 100-200
frames (10-30s) before the sample was photobleached. The data is slightly under-sampled
according to the Nyquist criterion with 130 nm pixels laterally. In z the data is slightly
over-sampled with a focal plane separation of 250 microns, thus covering a depth of 3.5
micron which is about the thickness of the cell nucleus. (These cells are flat when growing
on the glass substrate.)
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3.2.2. Data processing. Since the cell does not move significantly over a short time period,
the NPC data can processed by taking a sliding time-averaged to improve SNR and remove
shot noise.

Figure 21. NPC
(a) Raw NPC multi-focus image, one time-frame. (b) Average z-projection over raw
multi-focus image in (a) and next 29 time-frames. Since this is the red channel the central
image (mx,y = m0,0 has been reduced in intensity (by multiplying by 0.6), see Discussion
and Figure 26.

There is much discussion in the literature about whether mRNA molecules are able to
diffuse through the chromatin-rich areas of the cells [13]. One of the issues with this question
is that the chromatin-rich regions are not areas but volumes, and thus 3D data should make
it easier to find an answer. To quantify the DNA-rich volumes, I wrote a filter in ImageJ
(Appendix III) which reliably created a 3D mask out of the DNA data I recorded (Fig 22
and 23).

Figure 22. DNA masking
(a) Z-projection of the multi-focus DNA image. (b) Z-projection of the masked DNA
image.
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Figure 23. DNA masking
(a) One focal section of the multi-focus DNA image. (b) DNA masking of the multi-focus
image focal sectio in (a).

The signal in each 2D frame of the mRNA data is quite low, but can often be significantly improved by 3D deconvolution. 3D deconvolution of very low signal noisy data is
challenging, and beyond the scope of this dissertation. With noisy data, care must be taken
to not introduce artifacts. I have experimented with using a commercial software (Huygens deconvolution software from SVI) with applying various filters in the free, open-source
software ImageJ (Fig 24).

Figure 24. Deconvolution and 3D smoothing
(a) Raw single focal slice from an MFM image of mRNA. (b) The slice in (a) processed
by log filtering and 3D smoothing. Image lookup table has been inverted to better view
the result.

The three color channels can be combined into a 3D stack to give a context to the cellular
landscape in which the yellow/greeen mRNA molecules are diffusing (Fig 25). The red dots
mark the nuclear pores, which are the ports through the nuclear envelope which allows
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import and export between the nucleus and the cytosol. The DNA (recorded after the
simultaneous recording of red and green, as described) is shown in blue.

Figure 25. mRNA, NPC and DNA
This figure shows a multi-focus image of three combined color channels in a living cell:
mRNA in green, NPC in red and DNA in blue.

I have here illustrated the applicability of MFM to instant 3D imaging of single biomolecules
in living cells. Investigating the 3D nature of mRNA diffusion in the nucleus and the transport of mRNA out of the nucleus is a research project on its own, which would require
extensive image processing and analysis, and is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison to other instant 3D imaging methods. Compared to beam-splitter
multi-focus approaches, diffractive MFM has the advantage of a straight beam path and
is conveniently extended to cover many focal planes. It can also provide an advantage for
focusing deep into the sample, since the refocusing function of the grating corrects for the
spherical that normally arises when the objective is used at a focal plane for which it is not
designed [Wilson07].
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Pioneering experiments in multi-focus imaging were implemented by Greenaway in 1999
[1]. A system of 1 × 3 focal sections based on a linear grating was described, as well as
a system with two orthogonal line gratings, capturing a focal stack of nine images in a
3 × 3 array. Since a diffractive grating can only be used to image monochromatic light, a
chromatic correction module has been suggested for the 1×3 system, based on a combination
of two reflective gratings which applied a pre-distortion to the image [2]. This setup would
from a practical beam path layout become as unwieldy as the beam splitter approach, and
has not been demonstrated in live imaging. Due to the problems with chromatic correction
and light efficiency, these mutli-focus designs have not been practically applicable to live
fluorescence microscopy – the single reported fluorescence image required an exposure time
of 8s [6]. The MFM described in this dissertation addresses the light efficiency and even
distribution problems of previous methods.
The crossed line grating approach to MFM has been implemented using an spatial light
modulator (SLM) instead of an etched diffractive grating with a fixed pattern [14]. The
use of an SLM in generating the grating pattern gives the advantage of adjusting imaging
parameters (such as the focus step between planes) on the fly, to suit the sample at hand.
However SLMs have severe drawbacks in light efficiency and resolution compared to etched
gratings and are currently not useful for fluorescence microscopy application.
4.2. Future directions and improvements.
4.2.1. Light efficiency. With the multi-focus optical elements described in this dissertation,
total efficiency of the multi-focus module is around 56%. The CCG and prism each have
excellent light efficiencies of better than 95%. The limiting element is the MFG with a
total efficiency of 67%. To improve this efficiency the binary design could be abandoned
for a design including more phase steps. Theoretical maximum REF [12] total efficiency for
an evenly distributed 3 × 3 grating with four phases is 77%, and with eight phases 89%.
Implementing an eight phase MFG could thus produce an MFM system with 85% total
light efficiency.
4.2.2. Evenness of sub-images only effective around the design wavelength. The MFG of the
system described here has a phase which is adjusted to be π for green light of wavelength
515nm. This means that in the blue and red channels, the phase step is not exactly π
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anymore. This inaccuracy shifts the energy distribution between the diffractive orders so
that the zeroth order becomes stronger. The total efficiency does not suffer since this light
mostly comes from higher orders, however the evenness in signal between the focal planes
is lost. To avoid this problem, the central design wavelengths could be chosen somewhere
between green and red, to create a two-color system only, or a separate beam path and
multi-focus components could be used for each color if a system with many colors was still
desired. Fig 26 illustrates the unevenness in the data.

Figure 26. Uneven intensity in red channel
(a) Average t-projection of 30 frames of NPC data. Note that the central image
(diffractive order m0,0 ) is stronger than the surrounding images (b) Pixel values in central
tile has here been multiplied by 0.6 to make a better display of the data.
4.3. Conclusions. This dissertation describes the development and testing of a multicolor MFM system with excellent performance. The system is tested in a couple of model
experiments to illustrate its usefulness in biological imaging. This simple and powerful
instant 3D imaging method has great potential to be be widely applied in various biological
research problems.
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Appendix I - The pixelflipping algorithm and the MFG
My pixelflipping program is based on Tony Wilsons idea of using random simulation with
a target function to tailor the PSF of any imaging system into whatever the user desires.
In our case, we desire a PSF consisting of N timesN spots, depending on how many focal
planes we want our MFG to produce. I start the calculation of the pattern by making a
random starting guess for the phase mask M which is to be created. M is a matrix of black
and white pixels representing phase ±π.
The PSF which results when the multi-focus grating is added to the Fourier plane of a
regular microscope is simply calculated by taking Fourier transform of the grating pattern.
The matrix M is therefore Fourier transformed (using MATLABs fft2 function), yielding
the system PSF. The resulting PSF is compared to the target function T .
Now we alter the matrix M by selecting a random pixel and flipping it to the opposite
phase of what it had before. This matrix, M f lip is also Fourier transformed yielding a
PSF. This PSFs is also compared to the target function T .
The matrix M or M f lip that gives a PSF with a better resemblance to T is kept as the
new matrix M .
The algorithm keeps stepping through all the pixels in M in a randomized fashion and
flips them if this gives better resemblance to the the target function. This is repeated until
the algorithm reaches a local minimum, that is when no pixels are flipped during a whole
round of stepping through the pixels of the matrix.
This algorithm is not guaranteed to find an optimal grating pattern. By carefully adjusting the optimization criteria (the comparison to the target function) it is a matter of
a little bit of work to find a good pattern. An alternative to this very simple algorithm
is simulated annealing, which has been described by Mait [12]. His result was a pattern
of the same general shape as the one I found in the 3 × 3 case. Mait also calculates the
optimal theoretically possible solution for a binary phase grating to produce 3 × 3 even
spots to XX%. This indicates that it may be hard to improve this grating design much
more without adding more phases to the grating. My 5 × 5 pattern has better efficiency
(77%) than the 3 × 3 pattern since it is easier to produce an even distribution between a
larger number of diffractive orders.
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Figure 27. Simulation results
(a) Unit cell of the basic pattern of the MFG (b) Fourier transform of the pattern. Since
this is the Fourier transform of a single unit cell, the orders are not separated but the
central pixel is the zeroth order, the pixel on its right the m+1,0 order, lower right the
m+1,−1 etc. In the actual grating the size of the repeat of the unit cell determines the
diffraction angle ν.
The fine details of the shape of the 3 × 3 pattern has been adjusted to compensate
imperfections in the chromatic correction module, to provide optimal evenness in the final
image. Since the zeroth order is undiffracted, and thus passes through a blank panel instead
of a panel with a blazed grating in the CCG, it will have roughly 5% better transmittance
than the higher orders. The corner panels of the blazed chromatic correction grating were
in this case also slightly more efficient than the side panels. The resulting pattern had the
intensities shown in matrix X below. Total efficiency of our the 3 × 3 pattern in Fig 27a
was 67%, and measured efficiency of the MFG with this pattern was measured to be 64%,
slightly lower due to imperfections in the production or measurement error.
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The 5 × 5 = 25 focal slices pattern (Fig. 9b), has a higher calculated total efficiency
77% since it is somehow easier to distribute the light more even between a larger number of
diffractive orders. (Here no adjustments have been made for a chromatic correction module
since none was yet produced.)
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Appendix II - Optical aberrations
Some level of optical imperfections, such as chromatic and spherical aberration, are
present in all lenses and deteriorate image quality. However, by combining several lenses
with different refractive indices and shapes, aberrations can be almost completely eliminated. The microscope objective contains a set of optical elements which together act as a
single, virtually aberration-free, lens.

Figure 28. Spherical aberration in a lens
Spherical aberration in a lens arises since the edge of the lens refracts the incoming
wavefront stronger than the central parts of the lens. This leads to a non-spherical
wavefront exiting the lens, and so the incoming parallel rays fail to converge at the same
point on the optical axis after passing through the lens.

Figure 29. Chromatic aberration in a lens
Since the refractive index of the glass varies slightly depending on wavelength λ, different
colors of light will be focused to slightly different spots along the optical axis. Typically,
higher wavelengths, such as red, experience a weaker refraction and are focused further
away than shorter wavelengths, such as blue.
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Figure 30. Chromatic dispersion in a prism
Dispersion in a prism arises due to the varying refractive index of the glass of the prism
which makes red light refract at a lower angle.

Figure 31. Chromatic dispersion in a grating
Dispersion in a grating has an opposite effect compared to dispersion in a prism. Light of
longer wavelengths experience the grating period d than light of shorter wavelenghts.
Light of a longer wavelength, such as red, is therefore diffracted stronger than light of a
shorter wavelengths, such as blue. Refractive and diffractive elements can therefore be
used to balance each others dispersion, as is the case in the chromatic correction grating
and prism combination.
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Appendix III - DNA mask for ImageJ/FIJI
This program can be saved as an ”.ijm” file in the macros folder of the open-source image
processing and visualization software FIJI (Fiji is just ImageJ) and applied to the DNA data
to create a mask that can be used in colocalization analysis and for display:

Figure 32. FIJI script for creating DNA mask
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